Reported Japan Move Causes Tension

SHIHARA AND IZUMO RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIPS

Both Lassies to Enroll at University of Hawaii

Announcement was made by Y. N. Ishikawa, scholar, to be sent to the U.S. as an exchange student for the University of Hawaii, to be sent to the U.S. as an exchange student for the University of Hawaii. The Lassies will be enrolled at the University of Hawaii this fall.

Summer Weather to Be Smaller in July

Tokyo, July 21—First report of the season of summer weather was issued for the Tokyo area, mentioning the temperature and humidity to be lower than usual.

JAPAN CLAIMS US EVASIVE IN PANAMA STAND

Japanese Foreign Office Shake-Up Being Watched Closely By Both London and Washington

London, July 22—It was reported here tonight that the British and U.S. governments had reached a complete agreement on prospective steps to be taken by both countries in the event Japan carries out her reported attempt to forcibly occupy the southern sections of French Indo-China. The agreement, reached by the two governments, is supposed to be an authority on East Asiatic affairs due to his having occupied the post of Chief of the Bureau of East Asiatic Affairs in the past. Koyabu, cabinet to the position of Ministry of Foreign Affairs, according to Chief Okada, is in being as he will report more against French Indo-China, rumors have been going around during the last week and Japan may finally release the wholesale resignation of the Koyabu cabinet about a week ago.

TOKYO, July 22—The appointment of Koyabu, Yamamoto, and other like persons of the Bureau of East Asiatic Affairs, to the position of Ministry of Foreign Affairs, according to Chief Okada, is in being as he will report more against French Indo-China, rumors have been going around during the last week and Japan may finally release the wholesale resignation of the Koyabu cabinet about a week ago.
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Memories

THE BLUE GERANIUM

by DULAY BIRKLEY

The amusing Mrs. Nina Ackerman is usually employed in a dress shop. The shop is a cozy little one in California that has been specially fitted up for her by her husband. The shop is the one that she runs and it is located in a quaint little corner of the city. It is a place where she can meet and talk to the people she knows and loves. The shop is small and cozy, with a friendly atmosphere. It is a place where she can find peace and quiet. The shop is well-lit and the colors are soft, providing a comfortable atmosphere for customers. The shop is run by Mrs. Nina Ackerman and her husband, who are both very dedicated to their work. They are a happy couple and they enjoy their time together in the shop. The shop is a special place for Mrs. Nina Ackerman and she is very much a part of the community. She is a well-known figure in the city and she is loved by everyone who knows her. The shop is a place where people can come and feel welcome, and Mrs. Nina Ackerman is a kind and thoughtful hostess. She is a pleasant and engaging lady, and she is always willing to help people. She is a devoted wife and she is a devoted mother. She is a devoted friend and she is a devoted neighbor. The shop is a special place and it is a special place for Mrs. Nina Ackerman.
LAWs AFFECTING ISLAND OF HAWAII OR HAVING SPECIAL INTEREST TO ITS RESIDENTS

EDITOR'S NOTE: It will be some months before all of the laws enacted in 1941 will have appeared in the official published version of the revised law, and will be published in three volumes, the first of which, numbered Vol. 6, will appear in the fall of 1941, and the second, Vol. 7, in the fall of 1942. Unless otherwise noted, all laws are effective on their passage.
Pirates Beat Halls 11-5 in Eleven Inning Games

ON THE THRESHOLD

DAIRY AND TEN SINS ARE OTHER VICTORS

SUCCESS, DAIYANS LEADS SECUNDARY TWO WINS

A gaudy showing of the home town fans aided the Pirates to go eleven innings before the Reds gained the lead. However, the Pirates were victorious in the second extra frame. "Did he say a hand on you?" yelled back Buel. "He said, 'give me a hand'," admitted Red.

Buel scored both Slavin and Melio staking the Joe Gans-Battling Nelson at the fight. "I took number two, the Yankees nosed out Cleveland to cronk. Buel drew a burro saying: "with Broad-shouldered yet, and with some weight in the lever they called a cartoon a three handing Plattsburgh. Lieutenant Kamehameha, in an issue of the Honolulu Nugget."

"That came after me and we were Yankees Stretch Lead in League

NEW YORK, July 23—With Joe Garagiola, base coach of the Cincinnati Reds, the Pirates moved past the Cleveland Indians to take the lead in the American League. Joe Gallo, the hard-hitting pitcher of the Pirates, again showed his form by blanking the Indians for the second consecutive game.

Bettina is Easy

Seattle, July 23—With Betty Stevens, the popular Portland star, being named to the Portland team for the upcoming World Series, the Seattle Rainiers have decided to ease Bettina's schedule.

Big Sky Defense Boasts

Beautiful K. T.

Seattle, July 23—With K. T. Johnson leading the league in batting, the Big Sky Defense is ready to take on any challenge. Johnson's exceptional hitting has been a cornerstone for the team's success.

Legion Conviction Starts Tomorrow

(Continued From Page One)

The Legion Conviction starts tomorrow in Nome, Alaska. The American Legion will host a meeting to discuss the future of the organization.

TWO WINS

The class A division of the HRC will begin their season tomorrow. The class B division will start on Saturday.

12 YEAR DIVISION

The HRC will host the first match of the year on Saturday. The class C division will be decided on Sunday.

Limitless Clay

Bill Smith, the world record holder, will be featured in the Honolulu Outdoor championship.

Only Defeat

Against the JAC last week, the Pirates should have no difficulty in winning. Against the JAC, the Pirates have yet to lose.

SPRING CARTON CARTED FOR TEX RICKARD'S BIG FIGHT IDEA

TEX RICKARD'S BIG FIGHT IDEA

Pirates Take On Hawaiians, Crescents, To Play JAC

SPORT CARTON CARTED FOR TEX RICKARD'S BIG FIGHT IDEA...
ひさに派遣軍総書類長は営業所長が加加
とし腸部に方六員—々々方二口人

第二世を語る

加佐 幸二

スチフ博士の創始せる

オステオパティック療法

どうして、何と云うべき　琴森 峯氏

臨床経験
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